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“ A good politician under democ
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Party Issues in the Elections are a Question of

‘ Guyed’ to the

MONEY MANIPULATION

E le ctio n C irc u s

'T 'H E affairs of Mr. Jasper and Co.,
»
far from turning out to be an
embarrassment to the Tories, are
being used by Lord Hailsham to
draw an analogy between slick city
^Operators who make wild take-over
bids, without first ascertaining that
the cash to conclude the deals is in
“the bank, with Labour politicians
who are promising more money for
old-age pensioners, education, leis
ure and services without increasing
taxation. “In many ways,” said Mr.
Macmillan to his radio audience last
■Saturday, “the Socialists outbid us.
1They seem to have a lot of money to
spend—your money, of course. If you
would take a word of advice from me it
is this: apply the same test to these elec
tio n promises as you would if you were
investing your savings. Don’t be misled
[by the slick operator who offers you a
chance to get rich quick. It is really
[better to stick to the old-established
Brms which are sound and can produce
(a balance-sheet as well as a prospectus.”

■ As a matter of fact we were look
in g at the balance sheet of one of
I those “old-established firms”—to
twit I.C.I.—and it was interesting to
liee that though the turnover for the
f ir s t half of this year way £250 mil[lions, that is only £18 millions more
han for the corresponding period
last year, net profits before taxation
fhad increased from £24.4 millions in
l1958 to £34.8 millions this year,
Which means to say that fo r an in 
creased. turnover o f £18 m illions,
1profits have increased b y £10.4 m il
lions ! Average profit margin rose
from 10.5 per cent, to 13.9 pier cent
and in the past six months the mar-

P U N IS H M E N T
"U N SU C C E SS F U L ”
A society in which only dangerous
criminals were jailed was envisaged by
Professor Morris Ginsberg, Professor
Emeritus of Sociology at London Uni
versity, when he spoke at Nottingham
University on Saturday. He had a strong
feeling that the punishment of criminals
in institutions was not successful and
could not be made so. He said:
“It seems to me that one ought to get
away from the purely penal aspect of
the treatment of criminals and concen
trate on the remedial side. Society
.should concentrate on removing condi
tions which favour crime and build up
a system of education that will instill in
people a sense of moral and legal respon
sibility independent of punishment.”
Professor Ginsberg was speaking at the
summer school of the Institute for the
Study and Treatment of Delinquency on
the subject, "The Morality of Punish
ment."
Guardian 21 /9/59.

L E T ’S JO IN T H E H U M A N
RA CE
Mr. Arthur Exton, clerk to Derby
magistrates, spent forty minutes yester
day giving the first of a series of reading
lessons to David Hibbert (19), of St.
John’s Road, Belper, who told the court
on Tuesday that he was illiterate. Mr.
Exton offered half an hour of his time
each day to help the boy.
Yesterday Hibbert borrowed a cycle to
make the twenty-mile journey from his
home to Mr. Exton's office in Derby
borough police headquarters. Together
they went through a copy of a news
paper and afterwards Hibbert said: “I
had to get up early to ride into Derby
but it was worth it At this rate I don’t
think it will take me six months to learn
to read properly.”
Guardian 24/9/59.

ket price of I.C.I. shares has risen
from 34s. to 42s. 6d., an increase of
8s. 6d. per share.
Now the State Building Society,
which figures prominently in the
Jasper affair, lures its “get rich
quickly” investors with a modest 6
per cent, on their deposits (even the
government nowadays offers 5 per
cent.) so that even if it cannot be
said that I.C.I. offers you the chance
of getting “rich quick”, you’re not
doing too badly if you own shares
which can appreciate by 25 per cent,
in a matter of six months!
★

M R- MACMILLAN did well to

remind the public that the
money governments spend is your
money, unlike the money which is
paid to shareholders in the way of
dividends and bonuses which has
been earned by the workers in the
industry but is paid to the share
holders. Mr. Macmillan, we imagine,
would find nothing to object to
there. After all both Tory, Liberal
and Labour politicians and econo
mists stress the fact that prosperity
depends on increased production
and/or productivity, which in its
turn depends on capital investment
in industry to modernise and stream
line production.
Manpower, skill and ingenuity,
raw materials and need are meaning

less without money. This is the
crazy fact which neither Mr. Mac
millan—who has coined the election
slogan “Stick to the facts”—nor the
Labour leaders, have exposed and
denounced. They obviously cannot
afford to, for it dominates their
election promises, and the issues on
which the people are expected to
make their choice between one set
of politicians or another .are purely
financial. Lord Hailsham justified
his “Labour’s take-over bid for
Britain”—which provoked Mr. Mor
gan Phillips’ demand for an apology
(all part of the game of politics this
mock indignation!)—by declaring
that all he was doing was
seeking to draw a parallel between the
predicament of those who make take
over bids Which they cannot honour and
the leaders of your party, who appear
to me to have pledged themselves to a
policy for which they will be unable to
pay.

Far from the Labour Party reply
ing that as socialists they would re
organise production to satisfy needs,
and not for profit, that production
for them was a means not an end,
and waste a crime and not a virtue,
they fall over backwards to show
that they would finance their pro
gramme by saving a few millions
here and by wringing a few millions
there from tax evaders. Further
more, Labour’s plans are to increase
E T C o n tin u ed on p . 3

Industrial Notes

Engineers and 4 0 hour Week
T AST week a wage claim was presented
b by the AEU. It asks for a rise of
£1 per week for all adult workers in
the industry, and a reduction of the basic
working week to 40 hours.

shorter hours. However, the way to
solve the problem is to make it possible
for workers to keep themselves and their
families, to have enough money left to
be able to exploit free time, and to be
sufficiently free from tiredness and ex
haustion of factory work to want to
enjoy a lot of leisure. This will hardly
be achieved by means of wage increases
alone.

The difference which has been most
clearly noted has been the fact that this
is the first time such a wage claim has
not been based on a rise in the cost of
living. In presenting the claim, Mr.
Carron, president of the AEU said that
his members were expecting to register
a real advance in their standards of
living.
Among the points raised by his state
ment, and that of the bosses represen
tative Sir Kenneth Hague, two are of
particular interest: attitudes to hours of
work, and the question of non-produc
tive staff.
On the first Mr. Carron commented
on the “broad hint” that demands for
reductions in hours of work were part
of a plot to increase wages, by keeping
up the same average working time and
claiming overtime bonuses. He stated
that:
‘This is misleading and untrue*. You
know very well that it is the manage
ment side of industry and not the
unions which controls the number of
hours worked. The unions have offer
ed to co-operate in reducing overtime.
But it is obvious that the managements
have chosen to use it as a means of
achieving production targets not attain
able within 44 hours.”

A second point mentioned by Mr.
Carron was the uneven distribution of
wages. Large numbers of workers,
skilled and unskilled, were getting the
national minimum and little more. This
means £9 6s. 8d. for skilled men and
£7 17s. 4d. for unskilled. These figures
show the hollowness of Government
ejaims about the general high standard
of living enjoyed by the people of Con
servative Britain, At the same time, it
makes just as much nonsense of the
AEU’s claim to have been serving its
members well in the field of reformist
pay bargaining. The wages noted above
are the result of ten years or so of
annual negotiated compromise increases.
Since the Tory boasts of a high living
standard find some acceptance, and the
national average wage is over £11, how
can this be reconciled with Mr. Carron’s
facts that a high proportion of engineer
ing workers get the national minimum
or little more? Part of the answer lies
in the uneven distribution, and another
part in non-productive workers. To
quote the Guardian’s Labour correspon
dent:

The truth of this assertion Is borne out
by a calculation of Sir Kenneth’s, who
estimated the effect of a reduction in the
basic period by working out how much
extra it would cost to pay the workers
to stay on for 44 hours. Is there a
feeling that workers are more interested
in cash than in leisure, and are merely
putting up a wage claim in disguised
form? This suggestion is given some
substance by the implication that the
union leaders would have preferred to
put all their claims this year in terms of

“Mr. Carron also quotes figures from
the census of production to show that
there had been a big increase in the
number of non-producers in the indus
try since 1949. The number of opera
tives in the engineering sections had
risen by 18 percent, between that year
and 1957, but the increase in the ad
ministrative, technical and clerical staff
was 48 per cent. In vehicles the
comparative figures were 15 and 63.
The trend might be inevitable as the
technical level of industry rose, but

pA C E D with a formidable pile of
We cannot hope for a mass conthe week’s newspapers whose version to ‘Joe Soap’ because the
pages are filled with dreary specula- majority of people are already corations on which party will be elected mitted to one party or another
to guide us through the next five according to their interests and are
years of chaos, familiar pre-election persuaded that the issues which are
speeches made up of empty promises being “thrashed out” on the preand self-praise, the antics of Krush- election platforms are vital (assumchev and his schizophrenic hosts and ing they have bothered to consider
the exploits of the rich, it was with them). But there will be others
relief that one F reedom writer who have shaken off the effects of
turned to the fresh and lively, con- the political drug and who are ready
tents of Election Guyed, published to embrace an idea as yet untried
by the London Anarchist Group, because people are afraid of responand now in the hands of F reedom sibility.
readers who are asked to distribute
There will be those who recognise
as many copies as they can.
the sense in the words contained in
the editorial note in Election Guyed:
“If we are asked why we take
such a flippant attitude to the Gene
ral Election the short answer is that
we simply cannot take this shadow
boxing seriously. The long answer
would involve us in showing the
difference between political and
social importance. Clearly the elec
tion is of great concern to the politi
cal parties seeking power ,and to the
politicians whose ambitions are in
the balance. But its social effects
will be negligible . . . Our relation
ships between adult and child, man
and woman, man and man, will still
be dominated by fears, religious
taboos or social pressures. In a word
we shall still be living in an authori
tarian society which differs from
communist or fascist states in the
degree of open coercion used against
individuals but not in kind. This
then is our point in not voting . . .
it is not that we don’t care. We care
too much, we feel too responsible
to give our assent to being used in
the shabby games of politicians.’
•

•

*

I*

is reported from the United
States that Mr. Krushchev and
President Eisenhower spent the
night together in a rustic cottage in
Maryland, and sat before a blazing
log fire. We are touched by the
report th at: —
“The two most important men in
the world are sleeping under the
same roof, using the same bath
room. In the morning they will
have breakfast together.”
If we keep this domestic scene
before us, the crazy preparation for
war on both sides will seem remote,
and even if H-bombs are dropped
after this cosy get-together no-one
ctm say that they didn’t try to per
suade each other over breakfast not
to wage war!
there was a widespread belief among
the workers that many of the non-pro
ducers were unnecessary. Investiga
tions showed that technicians formed
a minor part of the increase: the
greater part of it was an extension of
the general office staff and additions to
senior management staff.”
There are the problems. In a liber
tarian direction, there are a few sugges
tions that can be made towards their
solution. Firstly that all workers, or as
many as possible should clearly formu
late an opinion as to their own relation
with industry. How do they want the
time they spend at work controlled? To
what extent is increased production and
productivity important if it means
giving up so much time, and under more
pleasant conditions?' Is the wage system
useful, or does the unevenness prove it
to bo unfair even accepting the premises
of a money society? Regarding the in
crease in administrative workers, it
would be interesting to get to the bottom
of the reason, for this. There is a great
BV* Continued on p, 4
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■^THEN the Prime Minister ad
dressed a political meeting at
Belle Vue, Manchester, Sir Stanley
Bell, the chairman, said at the
start:
“I feel sure that it is the wish of this
great audience that the Prime Minister
. . . should not be interrupted . . . If
any member of the audience persistently
interrupts I shall ask that person to be
silent or to leave. If the interrupter
does not comply . . . I shall ask the
stewards to escort the offender from the
hall using the minimum of force.”
There was not a single interruption
during Mr. Macmillan’s speech, the deep
silence being broken only by frequent
applause. At the end the audience stood
and cheeered for several minutes.
The Guardian, 23/8/59.
“This election is about things that
matter. You can tell that by the row
we have been having."
Mr. G aitskexx,

A N A R C H IS M :

Effective Propaganda &
Movement Organisation

(Continued from previous issue)
nr*HE reason why the label ‘anarchist
demands more social responsibility
than ‘socialist’ is simply because anar
steadily being buried in a grave of its
chism starts from the individual as the
own digging, while capitalism remains
source of power in Society and bases its
flowering on top, gaining strength and
concept of social cohension upon the
colour from the rotting corpse beneath
responsibility of the individual, without
its roots.
relying on an authority to ‘make men
The contradictions within capitalism
good’.
have not destroyed it. They have been
softened, their roughest edges smoothed
The socialists on the other hand,
while, I am sure, strenuously denying
away, because the capitalists have
that they set out to ‘make men good’, thoroughly understood their system and
have adjusted it in order to survive. This
nevertheless do seek to get into positions
of power where they are able to say
they have done with little real cost to
what is good and what is not, what is
themselves because productivity has in
right and what is wrong.
creased so much that there can in fact
be plenty for everyone- with the power
It is in this sense that ‘might is right’
to grab. The socialists have in general
is a simple statement of truth. Socialists
concentrated their attention upon the
indignantly denounce such a concept
wider distribution of material wealth—
when it is used as a justification for
and capitalism has been able to provide
individualistic economic exploitation.
that in those countries where it is most
But in any authoritarian system, whoever
fully developed.
has the might, says what is right—and
Here again the. reverse of Marx’s pro
•controls the rights of all living under
phesy has taken place. Or at least half
.that system.
of it. The rich have certainly got
This explains why concepts of right
richer, but the poor have not got poorer
and wrong have varied so much at differ We still have many poor—the weak and
ent times in different places: because
unorganised without the power to grab—
different authorities have had the power
but the working class as a whole is not
to say what is right. And although
poor compared to the workers of Marx’s
socialists claim to reject the idea of
day. Relative to the rich they may be
might is right, yet what is it that they
in the same position, but in absolute
seek except the power to control others
comparison they are better off.
according to their own concept of what
Therefore Marx’s hopes that the im
is right, what is good?
poverishment of the working class would
This is what the conquest of political
lead it into revolution has been fore
power means. The authoritarian answer
stalled by the clever, wicked rich, who
to the authoritarianism of the boss or
have organised the workers to keep
the landlord is to get into a position of
themselves quiet—with the help of trade
authority in order to wield it according
unions and political parties.
to a different concept of right and wrong.
This is why I say that the capitalists
The only justification for a change in a
have understood their system better than
social system such as socialists seek is
the socialists have understood theirs.
that the socialist concept of right and
For while capitalism has adjusted some
wrong is a better one than the capitalists’.
of its more glaring contradictions, the
And so it might be, in its purest con contradictions within socialism have des
ception. But the contradiction comes
troyed it.
in the irreconcilable nature of the con
The most destructive contradiction of
cept of social justice, equality and free all has been on the issue of authority.
dom with that of authority, a misconcep You simply cannot move towards a class
tion which has resulted in the production
less society, towards freedom and
of that abortion which is socialism today.
equality, through the use of authority—
For as the socialists moved further and
yet the belief that you can is basic to
further away from libertarianism, so they
socialism.
dug deeper and deeper their own grave.
However much the various socialist
Whatever it was that Marx said about parties may fight among themselves,
something or other being the grave however much they may differ in their
digger of capitalism, the actual reverse
approach, their tactics or their size, they
has happened. It is socialism which is all base their ideology upon concepts of
the organisation of society from above.
Their ideas are concerned, not with the
freedom and happiness of individuals,
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■pILM fashions go in cycles. We hsvl
got over the French flu'; the Italian
exported Magnani Mangano, Loren and
Lollobrigida, the Japanese are ‘out’; thJ
Indians are ‘out’, but now the Swedes
and by the Swedes of course, we meals
Bergman, are ‘in’.
His latest film “The Face" is now
showing in London at the Academyj
Other Bergman films “Port of Call" an d
“Lesson in Love” are going the rounds j
but these belong to his earlier period and*|
do not possess the qualities we now assol
ciate with the later Bergman.
There have been two films: "ThJ
Seventh Seal", “Wild Strawberries”]
which have given Bergman his reputations
The common factors in a Bergman film
are a historical background, a dash ojfl
symbolism, some supernaturalism which,
can be interpreted in a rational way ana
social realism of a strictly non-politicaj
kind.
In America, such is the dearth of coifl
versation, that shops now supplfi
‘notions’ or knick-knocks for table dccorjjt
ation, etc., which they call “conversation
pieces”, that is, that the object will p rd
voke conversation or discussion m
reason of its associations or novelty.
In the cinema today such is the dcartj
of subjects (and audiences) that the filA
of ideas is coming into its own. What
those ideas are seems to be unimportant
Once upon a time a producer told
writer "If you have a message send It
Western Union”. Bergman has apps]
ently a message but he sends it scraol
bled.
Such is the symbolism of this new)
film, that I am reminded of Kafka notq
‘out’, there is a final twist, worthy of the
“Castle” and a theatre troupe reminiu
cent of “Amerika”. However, the greatest!
overtones are of the UFA films of the]
‘twenties. “The Cabinet of Dr. C aligarfl
with its hypnotist, “The Student ofl
Prague”, “Warning Shadows” with iln
private theatrical performance. It may!
be that since the ’twenties are ‘in’, th at]
this is extremely fashionable.
In any case, it is a film worth seeing. 3
J.R .
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Emile Durkheim 28/-
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it should be. An organisation should
reflect in its structure the ideas it is
seeking to propagate and put into action.
The fact that in the socialist case the
party organisation reflects authoritarian
ism instead of equality or freedom is a
just and proper reflection of its true
but with the administration of society.
All socialist parties seek to gain nature and an indication of the causes
political power. They may differ in °£ ih failure to grow in the direction
their means to power and their chances originally intended.
The same thing is also true for anar
of gaining it, but they all see changes
in society coming through action from chism. Because the anarchist approach
is
libertarian, the structure of any anar
above—through their mediation. They
are to be the authority leading society chist group or movement must also be
into a condition where authority no libertarian, resisting any centralist
authoritarian tendencies. This is not as
longer exists.
It is in this authoritarian approach and difficult as it might be, since the mem
in this basic concept that there lies the bership of an anarchist movement con
contradiction which has made socialism sists of people who are aware of the
so unrealistic, and which has destroyed dangers of these tendencies and are con
it. And this applies to all socialist par sciously opposed to them. They do not
ties, large or small. The large parties deceive themselves that an anarchist
have forgotten their socialist principles authority can lead them into the free
in the struggle for power— settling for society.
Because anarchism is in opposition to
authority and not moving in the direc
tion of it withering away, being happy the concept or use of authority, it fol
to administer society from above and lows that much more responsibility is
finding that the readymade capitalist in thrown on to the individual accepting
stitutions and methods are ideal for the the anarchist label. The anarchist can
purpose. The small parties are non not express his anarchism by passing the
starters. If they cling to socialist prin buck on to some authority, by voting or
ciples they don’t get going on the road any other means. His behaviour, his
life, his attempts to influence society re
to authority—although they want to!
They remain pathetic exponents of their main his responsibility and cannot be
passed on to somebody else.
own impote'nt purity.
An anarchist may, I suppose, in a
Now because every party Seeks to be
come the authority effecting change, it moment of mental aberration, decide to
is easy to adopt the label ‘socialist’. It vote in an election. But he cannot vote
demands little of the individual. One for anarchist reasons nor for anarchist
can be a socialist and do little more aims. He can decide that he prefers that
than vote every five years, leaving the the taxes he is forced to pay be used in
rest to the leaders. Perhaps if the party one direction rather than another he can
member is a militant, the voting will be believe that one party may make his life
backed up by working to get the leaders a little more comfortable under capital
into power to operate the policies they ism he may think that no candidate is a
have decided. But there is no incum- particular menace and the easiest (and
bence upon the individual to live or laziest) way to keep him out of power
work in a socialist manner because the may be to put his opponent in. I know
changes have to come from above when of one anarchist who jocularly offered
the party has the authority to make his vote to the first candidate who would
buy him a pint of beer—which was his
them.
It is because of this sort of thing that (fair, I think) assessment of what it was
every socialist party has an authoritarian worth.
But no anarchist that I know has ever
inner structure. From the Russian
Communist Party, master over millions, pretended that he could achieve any
down to the Socialist Party' of Great anarchist aim by voting nor that he could
bring about a free society through the
Britain, purest of the impotents, the
inner party structure is authoritarian, re use of the ballot box. All that one can
flecting truly the basic authoritarianism do that way is to change the individuals
of socialism and its denial of the indi in power not abolish the power structure
altogether.
P.S.
vidual.
(To be continued)
Now this, sad as it may be, is just as

B o o k R e v ie w

Borstal Boy
T H E L O N E L IN E S S OF T H E
L O N G D IS T A N C E R U N N E R
by A lan Sillitoe. W . H . Allen,
12s. 6 d.
' J ’HIS is one of the most remarkable
books I have read recently. The
“Long Distance Runner” is a Borstaf
boy; and in the context of one particu|
Iar activity his view of the whole of
society is brojight out with amazing
clarity. Being the best runner in the
district, the principal and governors pin
their hopes on his winning the annual
race against the two neighbouring Bor
stals The Runner is determined to
throw the race at the last minute to
disappoint them. In so doing, he is of
course crystalizing his outlook on life,
a determination to disappoint at all cost
the hated respectable society which has
denied him fulfilment of his basic needs
as a person.
The episode and the thoughts which
lead unremittingly to the climax as the
runner, with an unchallengeable lead,
slows down and waits to be overtaken,
are presented in the first person, and the
language seemed at times to be a little
forced in its avoidance of grammar.
Nevertheless, a short story like this often
has more effect in the afterthoughts and
reflexions which it raises, rather than the
immediate impact.
The main piece is followed by half-adozen shorter stories. The common
thread is that they each deal with an
experience, or aspect of a person’s char
acter, which would be frowned on or
even condemned by respectable people.
Alan Silliloe’s knowledge and imagina
tion, and his ability to get inside the
minds of people when such experiences
are affecting them, enables him to por
tray them realistically and in its literal
sense sympathetically. He is not an ex
ponent, or even I should think in agree
ment with any of the schools of psycho
analysis, a fact which gives added clarity
and comprehensibility to his portraits.

P.H.

FEW weeks ago F reedom admin
istered a well-deserved smack at
the authoritarian statements the two
Parties made about the so-called problem
of leisure. The Labour Party’s pamph
let The Younger Generation deserves
rather better treatment, though it has its
authoritarian moments too; the general
tendency is always to see what the
authoritarian movements can do about
the so-called problem of youth. Its
superiority is probably due to the fact
that it is the report of an independent
(though presumably left-wing) commis
sion, including popular figures such as
Humphrey Lyttelton and Sylvia Sims.
And no doubt the personality of the
commission’s Secretary, Peter Shore (who
wrote the biting article on industry i n .
Conviction), has something to do with
it.
Thus the pamphlet is actually about
people rather than problems. Its lan
guage suggests that the commission likes
young people and cares what happens
to them. Its indictment of the present
educational situation, of the Youth Ser
vice and the Youth Employment Service,
of the position of young people who
want to get married or do decent jobs—
in fact of the whole attitude of official
(and, dare we say, adult in general)
society—is so crushing that it is small
wonder that most teenagers think most
politicians are crooks. Nor is there much
eason to believe that the Labour Party
—let alone the Conservative Party—will
do anything more than it absolutely has
to to improve all this mess.
So what can young people hope to
get out of an indifferent and sometimes
frankly hostile society? As things are,
nothing—except a lot of paternalistic and
probably either bullying or phoney
measures. So what chance have they
got? Their best chance, I think, is to
have the vote. This may sound blas
phemous in the columns of F reedom, so
will apologise and explain. I have no
particular love for Parliamentary gov
ernment as it exists today. But it is
better than a lot of other sorts of gov
ernment, and in the meantime I take
pleasure and satisfaction in using my

A

vote to make it better. By voting against
a Conservative (as in Hampstead I can
with a clear conscience) I will not tip
Macmildew and his tawdry crew into
the Thames as I would like, but 1 add a
drop to the flood that I hope will event
ually sweep them that way. And so I
think the best chance young people have
of being treated decently by older people
is if they can vote, and no doubt provide
leaders.
All this may sound absurd, but I
should like to point out that the com
mission itself proposes that the voting
age should be reduced to 18. Surely
the fallacy that people achieve sanity
and sense at 21 is no longer believed,
Speaking personally, I think that the
people I was at school with and then
taught myself at a different sort of
school were just as sensible politically
as they will be when they are 30 or 40.
The same goes for the people I met in
the Forces and then at University. The
attitudes of young people may lack
sophistication and polish, but that seems
to me to be all to the good. The views
of the writers in Perspective often irritate
me personally, but they strike me as
being as valid as those expressed in Time
and Tide (more so, indeed).
Bringing all this down to earth, I
suggest that everyone should get the vote
at the age of 16—yes, 16. The commis
sion and Lord Altrincham say 18, for
very good reasons (conscription, hanging,
drinking, national insurance, etc.), but I
think that if someone is old enough to
leave school and get a job and leave
home and marry, then he or she is old
enough to choose political representa
tives. It’s a pity anyone has to make
that choice, but while we have Parlia
ments and Governments we might as
well allow adolescents to moderate the
dishonesty and idiocy of their elders.
But if you won’t let me have 16, I cer
tainly insist on 18; like a good trade
unionist, I claim more than I expect to
get, in the hope that I shall get what I
need. In reply to the predictable objec
tions to jny proposal, I should like to
point out that every one of them was
almost certainly made against the m id d le-

classes, the urban workers, the rural
workers and women having the vote, and
is still being made against American
negroes, Kenyans, Rhodesians, South
Africans and heaven knows who else
having the vote. No one is fit to vote
until he is given the vote; it is like selfgovernment.
At least this blow for teenage suffrage
should win me some teenage votes when,
at the age of 98, I come at the bottom j
of the poll in the first election after the
idea becomes law. Even then, I shall be
luckier than Mary WoJIstonecraft, who
died 120 years before women over 30
got the vote. Perhaps it would be bet
ter to have a teenage revolution. . . .
N.W.

Ideal Cities
C o n tin u e d fr o m p , 3

ship due to unemployment which de
presses us, employment being for the
sake of income. He therefore proposes
to break the connection between income
and production, not, like the Goodmans
by separating subsistence from the rest,
but by introducing what he calls
Cyclically Graduated Compensation—
unemployment compensation which, as
employment increases is itself increased
to approach the level of the weekly
wage, and diminishes as f unemployment
is approached.
Each of these authors would regard
the proposals of the others as a cumber
some way of achieving the same object,
each would regard the Kropotkinesque
solution of making everything “free”—
“all is for all” as an unrealisable ideal,
and no doubt there are other interim
solutions, like making subsistence items
“free” and reserving a money economy
for luxuries.
Thus an enquiry which begins as a
search for ideal town plans ends as an
economic argument and a re-assessment
of the ends of life.
ffc .
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the first of their “ideal types” or
INmodels,
the Goodman brothers* pro
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Broduction for the increased eam p l$ - and profits that would result
Bppt provide the Exchequer with
p o r e revenue from taxes without
Jbe need to increase the existing rate
I f tax. That is the logic o f these
fetter-day “socialists” : by producing
B o r e cars and more gadgets w e
B a ll be able to afford a better
K & lth service and bread, butter and
Happiness for the old folk. W hat
jhese actuarial socialists don’t seem
B understand is that all the money
JS' the ’world w ill not produce a
eaJth service, a loaf of bread, least
■ p a ll happiness. It is true, that
pney because it is recognised in
jjom m unist” Russia no less than
apitalist America, as the essenB link between subsistance and
fervation, is the incentive for the
gbtois and the nurses to tend the
fek *and the farm worker to grow
g wheat. Such an incentive, howfee, ensures neither a good service
I productivity. M oney provides
Job: only a feeling of "'belonging”,
I sharing in the life o f a coramun» as an equal, are the incentives
Each will bring out the best in
Ian.

and, possibly, a falling rate of profit.
4. The insistence on the unemployed
worker's accepting the third or fourth
job available, in order to prevent a con
tinuing drain on the tax fund.
5, The protection of the workers thus
coerced by regulation of the conditions
of industry and investment.
As against these, their plan offers.
1. Security of subsistence.
2. The loss to the industrialist of the
subsistence market and of a small frac
tion of the social labour.
|§ The coercion of a small fraction of
the social labour to produce the subsis
tence goods and services.
4. Economic freedom in all other
respects.
*

duced a plan for the luxury city of con
sumption, in their second, a plan based
on syndicalist production for use; their
third they describe as an interim plan
for “maximum security with minimum
regulation.”
Up to about fifty years ago, they say,
more than half the productive capacity
of the United States was devoted to sub
sistence: “subsistence could be regarded
as the chief end of the economy and,
although their motives were personal
wealth and power, most enterprises were
concerned with the subsistence market”.
But nowadays less than a tenth of the
economy is concerned with subsistence
goods (the exact figure depending on
/"PHE Goodmans admit, with a twinge
where the minimum is set, which as they
of conscience, that their plan in
point out, is a cultural rather than a
effect requires a form of industrial con
medical question), and “the centre of
scription for the “universal labour ser
economic interest has gradually shifted
vice” even though it is for a short
from either providing goods or gaining
period or for short periods of an indi
wealth to keeping the capital machines
vidual’s working life. (“We are touch
at work and running at full capacity, to
ing,” they remark, “on a political prin
increase further; and the social arrange ciple of vast importance, far beyond our
ments have become so complicated and
scope of analysis here, namely, the prin
interdependent that, unless the machines
ciple of purity of means in the exercise
are running at full capacity, investment
of the different powers of society.
is withdrawn; and all wealth and sub
Government, founded essentially on
sistence are jeopardized”. Since to
authority, uses mainly the means of
neglect subsistence and security is “to
personal service economy, founded essen
breed social war and revolution”, govern
tially on exchange, uses mainly the means
ments intervene to assure the elementary
of money.”)
security which is no longer the first con
They claim in fact that
cern of the economy.
“This plan is coercive, but, in fact, if
“But, since the forms and aims of
not in law, it is less coercive than the
these governments are given by the
situation we are used to. For the great
economy rather than by the elementary
mass of wage earners it fixes a limit to
needs, the tack which they take is the
following: to guarantee social security
by subsidizing the full productivity of
the economy. Or to put it financially,
security is provided by insurance paid in
the money that comes from the operation
of the whole economy. The amazing m_
directness of this mode of proceeding is
brilliantly exposed by the discovery of
a new human ‘right*. . . this is the ‘right’
TT was a working-class area of London,
—n o ! not to life and liberty—but to em
there was no doubt about that. The
ployment! Full employment is the
device by which the whole economy can
only exotic note en route was from a
flourish and yet subsistence not fe
soap works which filled the bus with
jeopardised—and, therefore, the curse of
the small of perfume. The Town Hall
Adam becomes a benefit to be struggled
seemed new, no doubt its predecessor
for,' just because we have the means to
was bombed. The local theatre had
produce a surplus, cause of all our woes.
literally and figuratively succumbed to
“But the immediate result of such a
television, it was only open now for
solution is to tighten even closer, the
relaying ITV programmes. The -Salva
economic net. Whatever freedom used
tion Afiny was having its band practice
to come from free enterprise and free
an d /# was a Monday night about three
market—and it i$ a freedom that at one
time fought on the side of human rights cwe£ks to ig ^ fo rth e Election.
—is caught in regulation and ti£xe& In
The myth o f anarchist unpubctuality
a word the union of government and
dies hard. It is not only the anarchists
economy becomes more and more com who aire in revolt against the centralised
plete; soon if e are in. the full tide of
tyranny ;bf -the clock, I have known -a
statism. This is not g | question of evil
Labour -kea"gue: of Youth branch to be
intention but follows from the connection
late and it i§ a well-known technique, of
of the basic political heed of subsistence
Fascist leaders to keep everybody wait
with the totality of. an integrated
economy. Such is the indirect ^ lu tio n .”
ing
get them worked up to a pitch of
hysteria. There wasn’t any hysteria on
The direct solution which they propose
thiSi occasion, not then, o r all evening.
is to divide the economy into two,
At 7.30, the time of the meeting, we were
separating whatever provides life and
all (about ten of us) waiting at the side
security for all from the rest of the
door. It is always an anti-climax to be
economy which provides variety, interest,
Shbym to the side door; Particularly
convenience, emulation, luxury, wealth
since- the front was so imposing and thei
and power. The principle is to assure
mayor’s .car was outside. I had wild
subsistence by direct production of* sub
visions bj the mayor presiding—stranger
sistence goods and services rather than
things have happened—I remember
by insurance taxed from the general
being involved in a reception to a CND
economy. This involves a system of
demonstration by the Mayor of Isleworth
double money: the “money” of the sub
which took place jn a park in the pour
sistence production and consumption and
ing rain,
the money o f the general market.
(Coming back to the same theme in a
However, it was the side-door. There
recent essay in Liberation, Jan. *59, Paul
is something furtive and mean about a
town hall’s side-door, like an entrance
Goodman calls them hard and soft
for illegitimate tradesmen. The hall was
money). The hard money of the sub
a dance-hall whose polished floor was
sistence economy is more like ration
covered by a canvas which had seen
coupons, not negotiable, since “a man’s
better days. There was a rather myster
right to life is not subject to trade.”
ious notice which proclaimed |§ § Smok
To the individual, they claim, the
ing pyer the Dance-Floor”, this was
separation o f h k subsistence (employing
duplicated and gave I subject for medi
a small fraction of his labour time) from
tation during the dull moments of the
the demands and values of the general
meeting.
economy (employing most of his labour
time) “should rive a breath of freedom,
The seating was for 600 but the audi
a new possibility of choice, and a sense
ence at its maximum was about sixty and
of security combined with perfect inde
the enormous length of the hall and the
pendence for he has worked directly for
dance-floor acoustics made every entry of
what he gets and need never feel the
a potential voter dramatic as they all
pressure of being a drain on the general
had to go towards the front of the hail.
society and of thinking that soon the
At one time the array of chairs upon
payments will cease.” the platform made it possible that the
wholo of the audience could have been
Comparing the systems of social
accommodated thereon.
security offered (1947) in Britain and
America with the plan they suggest, they
The small left-wing party which was
find that the governmental plans offer:
running the meeting seemed eminentely
1. Security of subsistence.
respectable, no beards, no bohemians, the
2. A tax on the general economy.
main body of the audience was com
3.
The necessity to maintain the posed, it would seem, of party stalwarts
economy at full production to pay the
and in the main, older people with very
tax, therefore, governmental planning of
few young men except that rather curious
all production pump-priming, made
kind
one meets who seem to have side
work, and subsidies; a still fuehrer tax
stepped their childhood.
* C O M M U N J T A S : Means of Livelihood
The meeting started at about eight
and Ways o f Life by Percival Goodman
o’clock, iftc r the chairman had cajoled
& Paul Goodman (University of Chi
everybody into sitting in the front section.
cago Press, 1947),

the coercion to which, between capital
and trade-union, they aro unavoidably
and increasingly subjected for the
wealthy enterpriser, who would buy sub
stitutes, it is no more coercive than any
other tax. On constitutional grounds
the crucial objections to forced labour
have always been either that it subjects
the individual to a private enterpriser
without contract (a form of slavery) or
that it broadens the power of the state
in abrogation of the rights against
tyranny; but neither of these objections
is here valid.”
The minimum subsistence economy
(they note that if freedom is the aim,
everything beyond the minimum must be
excluded) provides and distributes food,
clothing and shelter, mass produced in
enormous quantities and without varia
tion of style, while medicine and trans
portation are provided by a financial
arrangement between the subsistence and
the general economies.

Education was the key to the
fuller, richer life, not to a m ore re- j
munerative career. F or such a s o o
ialist there was no question o f recogrising capitalism as being here to
stay or that the lo t o f a worker was
to remain in the em ploy o f a master
K y more than it was to becom e a
master oneself!). Socialism aimed
at the abolition o f m oney and with
m the right of som e individuals to
^exploit the labour o f others, II
■rimed at the abolition o f authority
(hence of government) and the fosftcring of voluntary organisations
l i p co-operation as the basis o f
p etal organisation.
|
|

i
!
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'"THE authors enjoy themselves working
out tho architectural implications of
their double economy—minimal econ
omy settlements, and the “production
centre” of the subsistence economy. But
they have been forced, by the nature of
their approach to stray out of the field
of town-planning into that of economics,
“Now supposing that such a system,
of assured subsistence and of almost and it is with the views of a celebrated
complete freedom of economic ties, were economist, J. K. Galbraith, that their
put into effect: there is no doubt that scheme invites comparison. In The A f
for millions of people, no matter how fluent Society (discussed in F reedom for
much they might resist the idea in pros 25/10/58), Galbraith argues, with the
pect, the first effect would be a feeling of same reasoning about the small percent
immense relief—relief from that pressure age of the American economy devoted
of a daily grind and relief from the
anxiety of failure—in short, the feeling to subsistence, for //*? divorce of produc
tion from security. In tfiis respect he
expressed by so many persons that they
goes further than the Goodmans, but by
wish their vacations could last on and
the use of a mechanism which they
reject as the indirect method.
“But, after this first commonplace
effect had worn off, then, it seems to us,
No-one could argue that we “miss”
the moral attitude of a people like the the goods which are not produced in a
Americans would be profoundly dis depression, says Galbraith, it is the hardturbed. They would be afraid not only
W ” Continued on p. 2
of freedom (which releases the desires

EYEWITNESS

PARTY

H E Labour leadership in its
eagerness to enjoy the fruits of
jvernment and power has destroytbe bases of socialism . In the
fe-to-day struggle between the
5*es and the have-nots, what “pro
cess” has been m ade in the past
Jcty years is the result not o f the
bour Party (which after all has
cm in ""power” only once, between
^45 and 1951) but of the organisa;on of the workers in their unions,
e meteoric development of science
bid technology, and the crises of
^tpitajism which resulted in two
feorld wars. So far as ideas are
loncerned, the Labour Party has, in
fccr, represented a retrograde step,
feTthat it has diverted the worlringgfegg from the goals outlined for it
jst pioneers o f the 19th century.
Yes, socialism then was the emanby the revolutionary anarchist-social cipation of the labouring classes
from the slavery o f em ploym ent by
an employer; from the grinding
spiritual and material poverty which
was the lot of the majority. Social
ism was co-operation, international
ism, anti-militarism, was love-ofone’s-neighbour, was freedom and
tbe enjoyment of leisure. Socialism
was the abolition of the profit- the
money- system and the encourage
ment of solidarity and production I
for n eed ^ its goal was life not
luxury, mind not m oney.

R The Labour Party programme in
I I perpetuates, through the aegis
I of the State, all those things which
^socialists have always condem ned,
They may well win next week’s elecBut let no one m istake the
B B p °f Bevan and G aitskell as a
for Socialism !

& SECURITY

both creative and destructive which are
so nicely repressed by routine) but espec
ially of boredom for (hey would imagine
themselves completely without cultural
or creative resources. For in our times
all entertainments and even the personal
excitements of romance seem to be
bound up with having roady money to
spend: all emotional satisfaction has
been intricatcd into keeping the entire
productive machine in m otion; ^It is
bound up with the ‘standard of living',
it is created by, and gets its economic
r6Ie through, advertising.”
After the period of salutary boredom
which makes people discover what they
want to do with their time rather than
succumb to a widely advertised sugges
tion, they envisage tho growth of schools,
leaching avocations—jobs adopted for
their own satisfaction rather than by
economic necessity.

PIECE

every party in every election promised
to abolish but which were with us still.
He said, “We promise you that we
shan’t promise anything” and finished
with a quotation from that anti-socialist
Tolstoy to the effect that the rich will
do anything for the poor man except get
off his back. It was up to the poor to
throw the rich off their backs.
The main speaker, the Candidate, was
more of the Method school of acting, he
had the hand in trousers-pocket school of
speaking and had a habit of pulling
down his pullover (which really hadn’t
risen) from time to time.
He was a much better speaker and
spoke fluently without notes. He had no
The connections between politicians tricks qf oratory, he. seemed to be de
and actors are obvious, but like acting, livering a lecture.
He pointed out that the workers never
the style of political oratory has changed.
had
it so good because of the workers’
But- our -hams’ are still with us. The
opening speaker belonged to the Ramsay constant wage-struggle. He longed for
MacDonald Thespian school but he was the day when workers would not be
not well schooled. He occasionally forced to waste their labour making
‘fluffed* his lines;. He ‘fluffed’ his open ’tinny mouth-organs’ (I could think of
ing by paying, “It is twenty years since much better examples). His party stood
th e e n d of jhe last wax”, and mada.it for the education and organization of the
common man and for that propaganda
worse by correcting it.
purpose they were contesting the elec
He had developed an oratorical trick tion.
with hia. spectacles, which are almost as
After a* collection which realized
good as a pipe for playing with. They £4 Is. (unless I misheard the chairman)
convey a message that the user is a the meeting passed on to questions and
scholar, that he has his human frailties discussion.
and there is a hint too that he can change
The first questioner asked was it not
(at a whipping off) from a scholar to a a fact that the Bible said that there
man of action. A good brisk or slow would be wars and rumours of wars until
cleansing of the lenses gives detachment the coming of Christ. The speaker said
and precision to any statement and at some length that the Bible may say
shows the speaker to be a man who it but it was not a fact.
Cares and gives attention to detail. Very
Another questioner asked that on the
often spectacle-play can be used in con assumption that your candidate is * re
junction with the lighting to blind or turned, will he have freedom of con
dazzle the audience, however, this is a science on moral issues. The older
higher form of the art. The present speaker put to scorn the assumption that
speaker was not a master of the whole the candidate would be returned but if
art of spectacle-play but had several
by some mathematical miracle it did
flourishes.
happen, the voice, actions (and con
The speaker's constant ‘fluffing’ made science presumably) of the member
the poor form of his speech more would be those of his constituents.
obvious. He cited the party point that
A question was asked whether the
’War can solve no working-class prob hypothetical M.P. would take the oath
lems’, he pointed out the lack of differ when he entered Parliament. The rather
ence between all the other parties (oddly grim answer was that they would take
enough the Communists got no refer any oath to get political power.
ence in his speech), he claimed that if
There was another wrangle on religion
one folded hack the top of party mani with a side-struggle on the Catholic
festos one could not guess the name Church and its attitude to capitalism.
of the party from the manifesto. The The thesis was put forward by the can
present talks and impending Summit didate that the Ten Commandments
conferences were merely a discussion as existed to bolster up private property,
to how the swag shall be distributed.
A political innocent said he thought
Krushchev, for his part, was worried that Anarchism and Socialism were the
about the excessive outlay by his gov same thing, Surely they could work
ernment on armaments. This was all together. The speaker said that Social
fairly good stuff, but never aroused a ism stood for systematic production and
clap. He denouced the humbug of 10/- implied that everyone knew that Anar
on the pension when pensions them chism stood for chaotic production.
selves were an insult. He commented
So the political education of the
on the perennial problem of slums which masses goes on.
J.R.

To the accompaniment of a humming
as of distant vacuum cleaners and the
distinct strains of the Salvation Army
band at rehearsal, the chairman told of
his dream that the whole of the world
was engaged in erecting houses and that
there was, to quote his own words, “a
mobilization of productive forces”.
The chairman suffered, and we with
him, from a tendency to Latinization, he
never used a . short word where a long
one would dp. In.its fullest flower this,
as George Orwell points out emerges as
‘double-think’: in this ease it was a mere
hangover of the Victorian muddled-think.
The chairman’s reverie being over he
ushered on the first speaker.
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For How much longer?

*Storm in the Lockshen Soup»t E

Dangerous W ork
T HE.loss of 45 lives in a Scottish

mine recently reminds us of the
hazards and the threat of death
which daily accompany the miner in
the coal pits.
Most other workers have nothing
to fear in their jobs except perhaps
the possibility of too little work (or
too much), but the miner still works
with the threat of fire, fumes or fallins.
This recent tragedy is particularly
acute since the bogies carrying the
men were halted only 300 yards
from safety after the winding-engine
man was overcome by the smoke
fumes from the fire which is believed
to have begun with a short circuit in
an underground booster fan.
Rescue squads were unable to
reach the men because the fire had
damaged pit-props causing several
falls. Without knowing anything
about the mechanics of mining one
would have thought that wooden
props could today be replaced by
safer methods which might at least
minimise some of the danger.
A few months ago when miners
were trapped in a Yorkshire pit the
accident coincided with talks about
replacing coal with oil as a cheaper
form of power. Many miners are
resisting this change, and although
their reasons are understandable
since many pits and eventually all
would doubtless be closed, there are
other means to ensure their liveli
hood which could be adopted rather
than continue working in dangerous
mines which at this stage will not be
modernised because of the expense
involved.
Even so, until new methods of
power are adopted (and it is doubt

Election Guyed
London Anarchist Group’s
Election Guyed, is available for
distribution.
The charges, 5s. for 100 (mini
mum order) and 30s. for 1000, bear
little relationship to the cost of
publication of this leaflet, which is
getting a very good response wher
ever it is shown.
May we therefore particularly ask
those who approve of it but cannot
do any distributing themselves to
help cover the cost?
Orders, donations to Freedom
Bookshop, 27 Red Lion Street,
London, W.C.2.
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ful if “economic progress” will be
halted by the wishes vof the miners),
men still have to eat. and it is likely
that they will continue to die digging
under the earth to bring power to
a nation which is generally unsym
pathetic to their claims for higher
wages and better conditions.
The families of the 45 men in
Scotland will not feel today that
their husbands and sons were
“molly-coddled”.

Ghana
Press Laws
A 'CCORDING to Ghana’s Minister of
Education and Information, no
prosecutions under Ghana’s False Re
ports Act will be made against any staff
correspondent or any newspaper or news
agency. But he said that in
the case of a staff correspondent who
repeatedly sent false reports, action
would be taken to withdraw his residence
permit if he was not a Ghanaian and to
withdraw press facilities if he was a
Ghanaian.
No proceedings would be taken against
other correspondents for reporting mat
ters of public interest whether favourable
or unfavourable to the Government.
Anyone convicted under the False
Reports Act can receive fifteen years in
prison for the communication of false
information (o the discredit of Ghana.
(N .Y crim es)
What interests us to to know who
will decide what is a false report? Are
we expected to believe that governments
are so weak and without resources that
they need to arm themselves with powers
to imprison people for 15 years? It
stinks, like so much of the legislation
with which Mr. Nkrumah is protecting
himself from those who might threaten
his power.

L an d of his F athers
Frederick Allen, an Alabama Negro
who came to Ghana to find traces of his
ancestors has begun a six month pri
son sentence for entering Ghana without
a valid passport. The court recommen
ded yesterday that Mr. Allen be de
ported after serving the prison term.

T h e W rong U m
Faced with a shortage of polling
stations Eastwood Urban Council (Not
tinghamshire) has decided to use the
office of the local cemetery as a polling
booth. An official said the office did
not seem “quite the proper place” and
the council still hoped to find something
“more suitable”.
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pressure coming from the middle class,
and particularly from people who like to
think that they have pulled themselves
into a position where they can evade the
unfortunate necessity to work. It is pos
sible that the mere presence of these
people demanding office jobs is the most
potent factor in causing the appearance
of large numbers of office jobs. If clear
answers to these questions were forth
coming the workers would perhaps be
in a position to '‘dump the bosses off
their backs”, together with die adminis
trators, rate fixers, timekeepers, capital
ists-, shareholders, management, union
leaders and ail.
After discussing engineering workers,
it seems almost ludicrous to notice that
that oppressed and down-trodden sect Jon
oj the working dess, Uie bank clerks, are
also acting in a most militant fashion.
However, their immediate object is to
enforce the existing working week, rather
than demand a reduction; These nonproducers find little sympathy for their
case, being ignored by the workers, des
pised by the bohemians and treated as
servants by businessmen. They pro
bably regard their work as being vitally
necessary to society, as indeed it is it
society is going to remain eternally as it
is today. Perhaps when they gather the
courage to put down their pens at knock*
ing-otf time and go home they will earn
more respect, but since under no con
ceivable theory of social change can they
play an important rdle (sorry, 1 forgot
Social Credit), their case will probably
remain unsung.
Syndicalist.

A

FEW weeks ago I asked what I
thought was a simple question. Is
there anything an Anarchist does or
thinks that is specific to Anarchists and
is not shared by any other group or
party? For some time now I’d leaned
towards the idea that Anarchists to-day
wA*o a small and insignificant section
of a world liberal opinion and the only
real difference was in the label one chose
to wear. True, there were some ideas
that needed clarification and 1 figti hoped
that my simple question might provoke
discussion on some of these points. Had
any such discussion ensued, vste might
have had a reasonable exchange of views.
In fact this almost threatened to happen
when one reader took me up on the issue
of “government” whether necessary or
not. This I know is an old chestnut in
Anarchist discussion but one which has
never been cleared up in my mind as far
as it goes on a practical level in con
temporary times. Unfortunately this was
not the vein that followed.

Better, But Still
not Enough!
PR O G R ESS O F A D E F IC IT !
W EEK 39
Deficit on Freedom
£780
C ontributions received
£ 650
£130
D E F IC IT
Septem ber 18 to Septem ber 24
Dundee: A.S.L.R. £5/0/0; N. Ireland:
J.O 'H .* 19 /9 ; Hartford: M.G.A. 6/-; Bromsgrove: A.W.H. 8/6.; Shepton Mallet: E.H.S.
8/-; London: L.A. £1/0/0; Trafalgar Square:
Anon. 2/-; Greenford: B.M.E. 5/-; Cleve
land: D. & T.H. £1/1/0; Cleveland: D.V.
£3/10/0; Ramsgate: A.J.S. 5/6; Sydney:
H.M. 5/-; Huddersfield: A.L. 11/-; Wolver
hampton: J.G.L.* 2/6; London: D.A.P. 13/-;
I l f o r d D.L. 5/-; Los Angeles: L.B. £1/15/0Total
Previously acknowledged
1959 TOTAL T O DATE

...
...

16 17 3
633 13 5

... £650 10
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GIFT O F BO OKS: London: C.W.
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LETTERS

TO

One particular “goy” brought in a
whole “tzimes” of irrelevant opinion
which upon first reading sounded like
something out of “Katy Cohen’s Kosher
Cookery”, but upon second reading, one
got the impression that the whole back
ground belonged to the repertoire of
some cultured anti-semite. To verify
such a feeling about the article, I asked
four different Jews to read the article and
give me an opinion. All felt it was
somewhat derisory while two expressed
the opinion that in any other newspaper
it could quite easily be anti-semitic.
Having known this particular “goy” for
some time, I cannot help feeling that
Tony Gibson’s comment was perhaps a
little strong meat, but I do concur with
him that as a method of destroying an
argument, the one “Goy” employed was
most unfortunate.
This is a practice quite often employed
in politics and has even at times crept;
into F reedom . Personally I’ve had
cause to complain in the past about
irrelevant and derisory comments about
Freud and Reich which were simply used
in an attempt to discredit their points of
view by making them appear ridiculous,
paranoic,' etc., which of course has
nothing to do with the issues involved.
Parnell, the Irish patriot, was politically
destroyed by having his intimate life
dragged into his political argument.
Casement, whose ghost has just been re
vived, was another victim of this type of
method. The revelation that he was
homosexual was one of the main ob
stacles that blocked his reprieve. Poli
tically he had to die, and his alleged
homosexual practice helped to tie his
noose.
What I personally object to is the
characterisation which lumps everyone
into a whole indistinguishable mass. For
an Anarchist to Have such disregard for
individuality as suggested in that little
comedy, is in my opinion its worst
characteristic. Of course, as the “goy”
points out, there are good Anarchists
like Alex and Emma and Rudolf, who
all like “gefultefish” and “lockshen”
and don’t ask ridiculous questions. It
appears that Jack Robinson has been
“exasperated” by my failure to under-

THE

EDITORS

Africa’s Future
D ear F riend.

During a somewhat chaotic and sud
den return from Northern Rhodesia, I
have left F reedom’s scattered around,
sadly I cannot find Arthur Uloth’s origi
nal article on Africa or my letter on the
subject. However, a memory of sorts
I have, and I really must offer this note.
Mr. Uloth presents a very interesting
and not wholly improbable view of what
the future holds for Africa in F reedom
(26/9/59), and he rather makes me feel
I should creep silently away and read
history books with breathless vigour.
Before I do this let me say this.
In my earlier letter I complained of
gross over-simplification on Mr. Uloth’s
part and I really think he slips up over
a war in Africa preceding an imperial
istic totalitarianism. He talks of a war
between the “Negro-controlled West and
the White-controlled East and South” of
Africa. Yet the East of Africa is not
wholly white-controlled and by 1965 will
be practically all newly independent
states, Very soon Uganda, Tanganyika,
Nyasaland and the Belgian Congo will
be joining Ethiopia and Somaliland (due
for independence in 1960) in indepen
dence. Kenya may well follow suit as
may Northern Rhodesia.
<Th* real question is the length of time
before Southern Rhodesia, Angola,
Mozambique and Southern Africa fall to
African invasion. My guess is that white
people who want to help Africans and
not rule them will be accepted as
friends and that those who do not mind
mixed’ marriages will remain, the major
ity of the Europeans will go after a short
struggle. If you believe the Whites will
not leave to easily you should see the
way Europeans in parts of Northern
Rhodesia who would “never leave the
country” have gone and bloody quick.
Thus, before 1970, Africa will be a black
and brown country of Africans, Indians,
Arabs and “mixtures” with perhaps a
few white liberals.
By this time, according to the prophet
Uloth, America and Russia will be light
ing China and Europe will be devastated
by nuclear war. If Africa does become
an imperialist power—which will most
probably happen after internal wan—China Is fighting Russia and America

what could be more obvious than an
Afro-Asian alliance? Thus we could
expect in the 1970’s a tremendous war
between men with coloured skins and
those with “white”.
You may wonder at the speed of these
changes in the world situation I have in
dicated, but the engine of African power
is just getting up steam and soon it may
get practically out of control.
Yoursc fraternally,
R.J.W.

stand even the “basic concepts of *3
chism”. This surprises me somewlfll
not that I claim to know all there islE
know, not that I would like to know 4
there is to know, but of all the occasidjj
that I have met this particular comral"
I cannot recall one when we ever hadj
discussion on Anarchism. Perhaps
has mistaken me for some other “locRI
shen” eater.
M
Perhaps I should not have posed i l f l |
question in F reedom at all, but gonjsff
straight to Tony Gibson who is at theJ
moment conducting an inquiry into ju ^ l
such a problem. I have been informaj
that the response to his requests foi
Anarchists to come fo r interviews has h aH
mediocre success. In this respect I jT
perhaps just as guilty as I had made ml
appointment but could not keep it. ThfE
I hope to rectify shortly. Are A narchatf
afraid to find out what makes them cady
their particular label? I got that imprejj
sion at the summer school. The reasqj
given for not going to the interviews^
some prominent Anarchists were ratio!
ally irrelevant and most revealing. Thinf
like, was Tony competent to make sujj
an enquiry? What was the use ofT
at all? And a damn long discussionj
what we were ultimately going to do wil
the findings if anything. In spite ofJtfl
fact that most people knew that Tonyi
trained to make such an enquiry al
what was ultimately to be done withitS
findings, depended so much upon whl
they were, this was completely disrega™
ed, while the mood remained hostiff
It appears that rather than face on«
real self, it was better to make all sol
of rationalisations to avoid it. Are AJ
archists really authoritarians, hiding |
hind an outward show of hatred of powi
and the symbol of its expression “g J
ernment” ? Are Anarchists just as bigofcf
as any other national conscious patriS
but hiding it behind a universal-.. in |« j
nationalism? Are we basically s e x u ^ f
suppressed and compensate by (
ideology of sexual freedom, etc., oftj
misrepresented? (Note “A Whoremoi
ger’s Complaint”) Do we champici
freedom, because we fear it and had
responsibility? Are we really AnarcffN^
tically regimented in our thinking a n H
therefore intolerant of other points c V
view? One would have thought thap
Anarchists would be seekers of the trail
whether pleasant or otherwise.
Fear often immobilizes bodies
can also immobilize minds and if wl
must protect ourselves from our owl
dishonesty, with what validity do wl
hold our ideas? These comments a r j
not made to insult anyone but one hadH
seen so many subtle and open contra®
dictions in such full-blooded Anarchist* j
that one can’t help wondering.
s .f . I

MEETINGS

AND

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

PROTEST
The Editor,
F reedom .
D ear F riend ,

At the end of October an international
team proposes to make a non-violent
protest against the manufacture and
testing of atomic weapons by ^France.
The team will congregate in Ghana,
and travel by Land Rover from Ghana,
through Upper Volta, the French Sudan
and the Sahara region to Algeria to El
Hammoudia, just south of Rcggan, where
the French Atomic Bomb is to be tested.
If they manage to reach their destina
tion, the team will do all they can to dis
suade the scientific and military person
nel on the spot from carrying out the
tests. If unsuccessful, they will remain
in the area themselves when the test is
made.
Uy running the risk of imprisonment,
injury or death, the protesters hope to
remind the world of the extreme danger
and folly of testing nuclear weapons, and
of allowing the ownership of such arma
ments to spread to yet another country.
Very heavy expenses will be incurred
carrying out such a project. We there
fore appeal to all those who believe in
the necessity of such a protest to make
a generous contribution towards the cost
of planning it.
Yours sincerely,
Michael R andle,
Chairman, Direct Action
Committee Against Nuclear War,
Other signatories:— Lord Boyd Orr,
Dr. Alex Comfort, Earl Russel], Rev.
Michael Scott, Dr. Donald Soper.

L O N D O N A N A R C H IS T .
G R O U P and M A L A T E ST A
D E B A T IN G SO C IETY
Meetings now held at
The White Bear (Lounge Bar)
Lisle Street, W.C.2. (Leicester Square)
Every Sunday, 7.30 p.na.

f

OCT. 4.—Alan Albon on
THE PROBLEM OF WOMEN
OCT. II.—Tony Gibson on
NARCOTICS: THEIR USE AND
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
OCT. 18.—Albert Meltzer on
INTERNATIONALIST'S
PROGRESS

F R E E D O M

Th« A n a r c h i s t We e k l y
Postal Subscription Rates 1
12 mentHt If/- (U.SJL $3.00)
6 mentju 9/g (U.SJL $1.50)
3 month* 5/- (U.S.A. $0.74)
Special Subscription Rates for 2 oopias
12 menths 29/- (ILS.A. $4.50)
6 months 14/6 (U.SA. $2.25)

Ch«q«M. P.O.'s and Moooy Ordors tkomia
be m*d« oat to FREEDOM PRESS, crossed
•/c Payee, end addressed to die peblhkers
F R E E D O M
PRESS
27 R#d Lion Street
London, W .C . I.
England
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